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Democracy at Work

2012

a new manifesto for gaining democratic control of our workplaces

Capitalism's Crisis Deepens

2016-05-30

the leading socialist economist in the country explores the roots of the great recession and its immense impact on working people cornel west while most mainstream commentators view the
crisis that provoked the great recession as having passed these essays from richard wolff paint a far less rosy picture drawing attention to the extreme downturn in most of capitalism s
old centers the unequal growth in its new centers and the resurgence of a global speculative bubble wolff in his uniquely accessible style makes the case that the crisis should be grasped
not as a passing moment but as an evolving stage in capitalism s history praise for richard wolff and democracy at work probably america s most prominent marxist economist the new york
times magazine richard wolff s constructive and innovative ideas suggest new and promising foundations for much more authentic democracy and sustainable and equitable development ideas
that can be implemented directly and carried forward a very valuable contribution in troubled times noam chomsky wolff offers a rich and much needed corrective to the views of mainstream
economists and pundits it would be difficult to come away from this with anything but an acute appreciation of what is needed to get us out of this mess stanley aronowitz bold
thoughtful transformative a powerful and challenging vision that takes us beyond both corporate capitalism and state socialism richard wolff at his best gar alperovitz

Occupy the Economy

2012-05

from prominent economist richard wolff and david barsamian a hot button primer on the taboo subject impacting most americans today the failure of capitalism to deliver public good

Understanding Socialism

2019-12-02

a blend of history analysis and theory understanding socialism is an honest and approachable text that knocks down false narratives confronts failures and challenges of various
socialist experiments throughout history and offers a path to a new socialism based on workplace democracy richard wolff s book is the best accessible and reliable treatment we have of
what socialism is was and should be cornel west in the same accessible style that has made his programs and lectures such a hit he explains his subject in a way that s not only smart but
makes the rest of us feel smart it s actionable intelligence for the every person laura flanders lucid brilliant and uncompromising in his dissection of the capitalist system he also provides a
sane and just socialist alternative to capitalist exploitation one we must all fight to achieve chris hedges

Understanding Marxism

2021-10-14

why should we pay attention to the great social critics like marx if you want to understand capitalism in order to make society better then understanding marx s analysis is fundamental in
drawing your attention to capitalist production s core conflict class struggle it is everywhere and it influences everything and everyone in our society marx is the theoretician who first
explained it systematically he was a social critic for whom capitalism signified not the end of human history but the latest phase that badly needed a transition to something better marxism
displays a central crucial focus on the class struggle that both haunts and drives capitalism nothing could be more relevant and useful here and now to help us understand and cope with
the threatening global capitalism of our times indeed americans today confront serious questions and evidence that our capitalist system is in trouble and that it clearly serves the 1 far
better than the vast mass of the people we offer this introductory book now because of the power and usefulness today of marx s criticism of the capitalist economic system this 2021
hardcover edition features a new introduction by author richard d wolff which strengthens the case for why marxism is worth understanding it explains and shares our excitement about the
ways in which marxism helps us to critically rethink capitalism today and offers new directions for social development beyond and better than the capitalism we have



Capitalism Hits the Fan

2012-09-10

a breathtakingly clear analysis of today s ongoing economic crisis in this updated edition of capitalism hits the fan professor wolff explains why capitalism s global crisis persists why
bank bailouts and austerity policies fail and why deepening economic inequality now generates historic social tensions and conflicts and worsens the ongoing crisis this book chronicles one
economist s growing alarm and insights as he watched from 2005 onwards the economic crisis build burst and then change the world the argument here differs sharply from most other
explanations offered by politicians media commentators and other academics step by step wolff shows that deep economic structures the relationship of wages to profits of workers to
boards of directors and of debts to income account for the crisis the book s essays engage the long overdue public discussion about capitalism as a system and about the basic structural
changes needed not only to fix today s broken economy but to prevent future crises

Capitalism Hits the Fan

2008

first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Class Theory and History

2013-12-16

the coronavirus pandemic the deepening economic crash dangerously divisive political responses and exploding social tensions have thrown an already declining american capitalist system
into a tailspin the consequences of these mounting and intertwined crises will shape our future in this unique collection of essays richard d wolff argues clearly that returning to normal
no longer responds adequately to the accumulated problems of us capitalism what is necessary instead is transition toward a new economic system that works for all of us

The Sickness Is the System

2020-09-15

over the last twenty five years stephen resnick and richard wolff have developed a groundbreaking interpretation of marxian theory generally and of marxian economics in particular this
book brings together their key contributions and underscores their different interpretations in facing and trying to resolve contradictions and lapses within marxism the authors have
confronted the basic incompatibilities among the dominant modern versions of marxian theory and the fact that marxism seemed cut off from the criticisms of determinist modes of thought
offered by post structuralism and post modernism and even by some of marxism s greatest theorists

New Departures in Marxian Theory

2006-09-27

a breathtakingly clear analysis of today s ongoing economic crisis in this updated edition of capitalism hits the fan professor wolff explains why capitalism s global crisis persists why
bank bailouts and austerity policies fail and why deepening economic inequality now generates historic social tensions and conflicts and worsens the ongoing crisis this book chronicles one
economist s growing alarm and insights as he watched from 2005 onwards the economic crisis build burst and then change the world the argument here differs sharply from most other
explanations offered by politicians media commentators and other academics step by step wolff shows that deep economic structures the relationship of wages to profits of workers to
boards of directors and of debts to income account for the crisis the book s essays engage the long overdue public discussion about capitalism as a system and about the basic structural
changes needed not only to fix today s broken economy but to prevent future crises



Capitalism Hits the Fan

2012-09-10

a systematic comparison of the 3 major economic theories neoclassical keynesian and marxian showing how they differ and why these differences matter in shaping economic theory and
practice contending economic theories offers a unique comparative treatment of the three main theories in economics as it is taught today neoclassical keynesian and marxian each is
developed and discussed in its own chapter yet also differentiated from and compared to the other two theories the authors identify each theory s starting point its goals and foci and its
internal logic they connect their comparative theory analysis to the larger policy issues that divide the rival camps of theorists around such central issues as the role government should
play in the economy and the class structure of production stressing the different analytical policy and social decisions that flow from each theory s conceptualization of economics
building on their earlier book economics marxian versus neoclassical the authors offer an expanded treatment of keynesian economics and a comprehensive introduction to marxian economics
including its class analysis of society beyond providing a systematic explanation of the logic and structure of standard neoclassical theory they analyze recent extensions and
developments of that theory around such topics as market imperfections information economics new theories of equilibrium and behavioral economics considering whether these advances
represent new paradigms or merely adjustments to the standard theory they also explain why economic reasoning has varied among these three approaches throughout the twentieth century
and why this variation continues today as neoclassical views give way to new keynesian approaches in the wake of the economic collapse of 2008

It Is Well, It Is Well with My Soul

2023-12-30

economics marxian versus neoclassical is an economics text with a difference a concise systematic comparison of the two major contending economic theories in the world today

Contending Economic Theories

2012-09-07

re presenting class is a collection of essays that develops a poststructuralist marxian conception of class in order to theorize the complex contemporary economic terrain both building
upon and reconsidering a tradition that stephen resnick and richard wolff two of this volume s editors began in the late 1980s with their groundbreaking work knowledge and class
contributors aim to correct previous research that has largely failed to place class as a central theme in economic analysis suggesting the possibility of a new politics of the economy the
collection as a whole focuses on the diversity and contingency of economic relations and processes investigating a wide range of cases the essays illuminate for instance the
organizational and cultural means by which unmeasured surpluses labor that occurs outside the formal workplace such as domestic work are distributed and put to use editors resnick
and wolff along with j k gibson graham bring theoretical essays together with those that apply their vision to topics ranging from the iranian revolution to sharecropping in the mississippi
delta to the struggle over the ownership of teaching materials at a liberal arts college rather than understanding class as an element of an overarching capitalist social structure the
contributors from radical and cultural economists to social scientists define class in terms of diverse and ongoing processes of producing appropriating and distributing surplus labor and
view class identities as multiple changing and interacting with other aspects of identity in contingent and unpredictable ways re presenting class will appeal primarily to scholars of
marxism and political economy contributors carole biewener anjan chakrabarti stephen cullenberg fred curtis satyananda gabriel j k gibson graham serap kayatekin bruce norton phillip o
neill stephen resnick david ruccio dean saitta andriana vlachou richard wolff

The Economics of Colonialism: Britain and Kenya, 1870-1930

1974
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Knowledge and Class
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Rethinking Marxism

1985
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Rethinking Marxism
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Economics
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Re/presenting Class
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first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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if the soviet union did not have a socialist society then how should its nature be understood the present book presents the first comprehensive appraisal of the debates on this problem which
was so central to twentieth century marxism
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this anthology reports on a number of contemporary attempts to introduce evolutionary concepts into economic analysis
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this book examines the treatment of culture and development in the discipline of economics thereby filling a conspicuous gap in current literature economics has come a long way to join the
cultural turn that has swept the humanities and social sciences in the last half century this volume identifies some of the issues that major philosophies of economics must address to
better grasp the cultural complexity of contemporary economies this book is an extensive survey of the place of culture and development in four theoretical economic perspectives
neoclassical marxian institutionalist and feminist organized in nine chapters with three appendices and a compendium of over 50 interpretations of culture by economists this book covers
vast grounds from classical political economy to contemporary economic thought the literatures reviewed include original and new institutionalism cultural economics postmodern
marxism economic feminism and the current culture and development discourse on subjects such as economic growth in east asia businesswomen entrepreneurs in west africa and comparative
development in different parts of europe zein elabdin carries the project further by borrowing some of the insights from postcolonial theory to call for a more profound rethinking of the
place of culture and of currently devalued cultures in economic theory this book is of great interest for those who study economic development international relations feminist economics
and economic geography
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Class Theory and History

2013-12-16

addresses the internal relations of global capitalism global war global crisis connecting uneven and combined development social reproduction and world ecology to appeal to scholars
and students alike

Western Marxism and the Soviet Union

2007-06-30

with original and engaging contributions this handbook confirms feminist scholarship in development studies as a vibrant research field it reveals the diverse ways that feminist theory and
practice inform and shape gender analysis and development policies bridging generations of feminists from different institutions disciplines and regions
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this volume reiterates the relevance of imperialism in the present as a continuous arrangement from the early years of empire colonies to the prevailing pattern of expropriation across the
globe while imperialism as an arrangement of exploitation has sustained over ages measures deployed to achieve the goals have gone through variations depending on the network of the
prevailing power structure providing a historical as well as a conceptual account of imperialism in its classical context this collection brings to the fore an underlying unity which runs
across the diverse pattern of imperialist order over time dealing with theory the past and the contemporary the study concludes by delving into the current conjuncture in latin america the
united states and asia the changing face of imperialism will provide fresh ideas for future research into the shifting patterns of expropriation spanning the early years of sea borne plunder
and the empire colonies of nineteenth century to contemporary capitalism which is rooted in neoliberalism globalization and free market ideology with contributions from major experts in the
field this book will be a significant intervention it will be of interest to scholars and researchers of economics politics sociology and history especially those dealing with imperial history
and colonialism

Evolutionary Concepts in Contemporary Economics

1994
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Economics, Culture and Development

2017-09-19
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Global Capitalism, Global War, Global Crisis

2018-05-17

The Palgrave Handbook of Gender and Development

2016-04-29
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The Changing Face of Imperialism

2018-01-02
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